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Abstrat

We present the design and implementation of the new version of the Coq proof

assistant. The main novelty is the isolation of the ritial part of the system, whih

onsists in a type heker for the Calulus of Indutive Construtions. This kernel is

now ompletely independent of the rest of the system and has been rewritten in a purely

funtional way. This leads to greater larity and safety, without entailing eÆieny.

It also opens the way to the \bootstrap" of the system Coq, where the kernel will be

erti�ed using Coq itself.

1 Introdution

The system Coq [1℄ is a proof assistant. It provides mehanisms to write de�nitions, state-

ments and to do formal proofs. It an be used interatively or as a bath heker. Its

logial formalism is the Calulus of Indutive Construtions [4, 7℄ (CIC for short), a typed

�-alulus. Following Curry-Howard isomorphism, types are seen as propositions and terms

as proofs. The proof engine builds terms by means of tatis written in ML. The safety of

the system Coq is a onsequene of the following two fats:

� The CIC is onsistent (a proof of strong normalization is given in [8℄);

� One a proof is ompleted, it is type heked by a trusted piee of ode implementing

the typing rules of the CIC.

The typing rules of the CIC are given in appendix. The reader an hek that there are not

so numerous. Therefore, it should not be (too) ompliated to implement them orretly.

However, a proof assistant must also satisfy real world requirements, whih inlude:

� an interative system, whih means some imperative state somewhere;

� an undo mehanism;

� an extensible system, where the user an write tatis in ML, add tables to be used by

these tatis, et;
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� eÆieny, whih means that tatis should not spend all their time doing type heking.

Our objetive when designing the new version of Coq was to oniliate a safe and independent

kernel with all these requirements. The implementation of this new version of Coq is the

work of several people in the Coq team. In partiular, H. Herbelin and D. Delahaye improved

several parts of the system outside of the kernel. However, this paper only onentrates on

the kernel, whose design and partial re-implementation is the work of the author of this

paper.

This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents the global arhiteture of the

system, and how the kernel is taking plae is that design. Setion 3 presents the design of

the kernel itself. Setion 4 gives some implementation details.

2 The big piture

The �rst implementation of the Calulus of Construtions was realized by G. Huet and

T. Coquand in 1984. The �rst publi implementation of the system Coq, the version 4.10,

was released in 1989. It was written in Caml, a dialet of ML written at INRIA. Indutive

types were then added by C. Paulin in 1991. In 1993, D. de Rauglaudre ported the system

Coq to Caml Light, a new implementation of Caml by X. Leroy and D. Doligez. In 1994{95,

C. Murthy designed and implemented a ompletely new system, released as version 5.10. It

was ported the next year to Objetive Caml [2℄, the urrent implementation of Caml. All

the following versions of Coq, up to the urrent version 6.3.1, are derivations of Murthy's

system.

The new version of Coq, presented is this paper, is the version 7 of the system.

2.1 Arhiteture of versions 5.10 and 6.x

The main design of the urrent implementation of the system Coq (versions 5.10 and later)

is due to C. Murthy. This implementation satis�es all the \real world requirements". In

partiular, the undo mehanism is implemented as follows. Any kind of objet an be delared

to the system, with methods
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to perform its operation on the system and to load it from

the disk. Global tables an be registered with methods to freeze and unfreeze their ontents.

Then the system keeps a stak of all operations and provides undo by unfreezing previous

states and redoing operations.

In that ontext, terms of the CIC are just a partiular kind of objets. But that design

is unsafe: it is possible to delete, to modify or to add onstants without any hek|at the

ML level only, not in the interative system. Moreover, the type heker ode is not learly

isolated. First, there is no data type for typing environments, sine they are only piees of

the stak of operations. Seond, the type heker does not ome �rst, sine its ode relies on

all the baktraking mehanism ode (to aess de�nitions in the environment).

1

It is not implemented in an objet oriented way, stritly speaking, sine Caml did not support objet

oriented programming by the time of this implementation. However, C. Murthy's ode is really simulating

objets, using reords.
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2.2 An ideal kernel

The ritial part of the system Coq onsists in the type heker for the CIC. Indeed, one

the proof of a lemma p is ompleted, the orresponding �-term t is type heked and a

new onstant p := t is added in the environment. To guarantee the onsisteny of the

environment, the type heking has to be orret. Therefore, the kernel of the system should

ideally provide an abstrat type for well formed typing environments, together with funtions

to insert new elements that perform type heking. The signature of suh a kernel would

look like

type env

val empty : env

val push_var : env ! identifier � onstr ! env

val add_onstant : env ! onstant_delaration ! env

...

val lookup_var : env ! identifier ! onstr

...

Notie that the kernel does not have to provide a typing funtion: typing is done internally

when insertion funtions are alled. Only the invariant of having a well formed typing

environment is needed, and this an be maintained if the above type is abstrat.

2.3 Coq version 7: a oniliation

In Coq version 7, we provide the best of both worlds: an ideal kernel on one side, as desribed

in the previous setion, and Murthy's general baktraking mehanism on the other side. We

proeed as follows:

1. First, we write a purely funtional type heker for the CIC;

2. Seond, we introdue the baktraking mehanism, but CIC terms are no more a

partiular kind of objets;

3. Finally, we oniliate both of them by delaring a referene on the urrent typing

environment as a global table.

The ode realizing the onnetion looks like:

open Kernel

let r = ref empty

let push_var (id,) = r := push_var !r (id,)

let add_onstant d = r := add_onstant !r d

...

let lookup_var id = lookup_var !r id

...
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Part Desription Modules Lines of ode

Lib Utility libraries 15 1700

Kernel Type heker for CIC 18 7800

Library Undo mehanism and modules 14 2000

Pretyping Translation from AST to terms 12 2000

Parsing Parsing and pretty-printing 11 3700

Proofs Proof engine 11 4000

Tatis Basi tatis and tatials 14 4000

Toplevel Assembling layer 8 2900

Total 103 28100

Figure 1: The main parts of Coq version 7

In order to have the typing environment orretly baktraked during undo operations, we

delare the above referene r as a global table. This is partiularly simple, sine typing

environments are implemented with a purely funtional datatype: freezing and unfreezing

the state of r is then immediate.

let freeze () = !r

let unfreeze f = r := f

let _ = delare_table "typing env" freeze unfreeze

For all the rest of the system, there is no visible di�erene with respet to previous

implementations. Whatever the implementation of the typing environment is, an imperative

environment is still provided with the following signature:

val push_var : identifier � onstr ! unit

val add_onstant : onstant_delaration ! unit

...

val lookup_var : identifier ! onstr

...

And indeed, all the upper parts of the system were reestablished almost \as is". The main

parts of Coq version 7 are given in Figure 1. For eah, the number of Oaml modules and

the number of lines of ode is given. These parts are presented in the order of link edition.

3 Design of the kernel

As we explained in the previous setion, we sueeded in isolating the ritial part of the

system Coq, that is a type heker for the CIC. For better larity and safety, it is implemented

in a purely funtional way, following the signature skethed in Setion 2.2.

The typing rules for CIC are given in appendix. If we try to implement them in a diret

(and naive) way, we immediately fae a problem of irular dependeny:

Adding a term in an environment requires to type hek it (rule Push)
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and

Type heking a term requires to lookup in the environment (rule Var)

With de�nitions and indutive types, the de�nition of the onvertibility =



would also need

aess to the environment. De�ning the environment operations, the redutions and the

typing funtion in a mutually reursive way, therefore in a single module, would not be a

good design. It would result in a single module with thousands lines of ode. Instead, we

hoose the following three steps solution:

1. First, we de�ne a data type env for typing environments. This type is \unsafe": it

does no type heking on the elements inserted in the environments.

2. Then we de�ne redution funtions and typing rules over that data type env. They

usually make assumptions about the well formedness of the typing environments they

take as arguments.

3. Finally, in a single module Safe, we de�ne the type of typing environment safe env,

as equal to env, we write the type heker and we de�ne the operations over type

safe env so that they perform type heking. The type safe env is abstrat (its

identity to env is not exported in the interfae of module Safe) and therefore we

maintain the invariant that all the values of type safe env are well formed.

The implementation of module Safe looks like

type safe_env = env

let typehek e t =

...

let push_var e (id,) =

let (j,u) = typehek e  in

...

push_var (merge_onstraints e u) (id,)

let add_onstant e d =

...

and it implements the signature given in Setion 2.2.

The implementation of type env is purely funtional. It uses eÆient data strutures,

like balaned trees provided in the Oaml standard library. It is kept abstrat, so that its

implementation an be easily hanged. The main point is that it is reused in many other

parts of the system, as well as many funtions over it like redution funtions, where safety

is not involved. Therefore, most of the operations of the system are eÆient, yet using the

same data type as the safe kernel.
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4 Implementation details

The system Coq is written in Objetive Caml [2℄, a dialet of ML developed at INRIA.

This language provides funtional, imperative and objet oriented programming styles and

is equipped with a powerful module alulus whih o�ers true separate ompilation. Two

ompilers are available: one produing portable byteode, allowing fast development and

easy debugging, and one produing fast exeutables in native ode. The rih and portable

standard library of Oaml is heavily used. Coq's grammar is written using the syntati tool

amlp4 [5℄ whih allows a dynami grammar extensible at the user level.

The ode of Coq is doumented using a literate programming tool, oamlweb [6℄. A single

human-readable doument is produed from the ode, whih desribes the design and all the

interfaes (types, funtions with their spei�ations, exeptions, et.). This doument is

urrently desribing only the kernel and is 110 pages long|but several modules are not yet

fully doumented. A 30 pages long index is also automatially produed by oamlweb, giving

the de�nition and use points of all the identi�ers of the ode.

The total redesign and (partial) reimplementation of the system was realized in less than

four months. The whole ode is roughly 30000 lines long, 10000 being dediated to the kernel

and the undo mehanism. (See Figure 1 for details.)

5 Conlusion

We have presented the new implementation of the system Coq. It ombines the eÆieny

and safety requirements in a ompletely new design, where the ritial part of the system, a

type heker for the CIC, is learly isolated.

This type heker is now written is a purely funtional way. It uses eÆient funtional

data strutures and is even slightly faster than the previous type hekers that were partly

imperative. Being funtional, this ritial kernel is now easier to maintain and to reason

about. One an now think of formally ertifying it. Following the work of B. Barras [3℄, it

ould even be \bootstrapped" i.e. erti�ed by Coq itself.

Anyhow, this new implementation is surely already the safest proof assistant.
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Appendix: Typing rules for the CIC

We give here the typing rules for the Calulus of Construtions. De�nitions and indutive

types are omitted here, sine they do not introdue any additional diÆulty with respet to

the issues disussed in this paper. Sorts, terms and typing environments obey the following

grammar:

Sorts (S) s ::= Set j Prop j Type(i)

Terms t ::= s j x j [x : t℄t j (x : t)t j (t t)

Environments � ::= [℄ j �; x : t

Typing rules are given in Figure 2. The onvertibility between terms, written =



, is here

the ��-equivalene. In the general ase, it is the ��Æ�-equivalene, Æ being the unfolding of

de�nitions and � the redution assoiated to indutive types.
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Empty

WF([℄)

Push

� ` t : s s 2 S x 62 �

WF(�; x : t)

Axioms

WF(�)

� ` Prop : Type(i)

WF(�)

� ` Set : Type(i)

WF(�) i < j

� ` Type(i) : Type(j)

Var

WF(�) x : t 2 �

� ` x : t

Prod

� ` t : s

1

�; x : t ` u : s

2

s

1

2 fProp; Setg s

2

2 fProp; Setg

� ` (x : t)u : s

2

� ` t : Type(i) �; x : t ` u : Type(j) i � k j � k

� ` (x : t)u : Type(k)

Lam

� ` (x : u

0

)t

0

: s �; x : t

0

` u : u

0

� ` [x : t℄u : (x : t

0

)u

0

App

� ` u : (x : t

0

)u

0

� ` t : t

0

� ` (u t) : u

0

[x t℄

Conv

t =



u

t �



u

i � j

Type(i) �



Type(j) Prop �



Type(i)

t =



u m �



n

(x : t)m �



(x : u)n

� ` u

0

: s � ` t : t

0

t

0

�



u

0

� ` t : u

0

Figure 2: Typing rules for the Calulus of Construtions
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